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======== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: REVOLUTION NOW            
Posted: February 17,1996  10:12:56 
To: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
From: ROBERT MILES (FCSR26A) 
 
If people cannot separate fact from fiction as you note      
implies, it is not the fault of TV, rather the people        
themselves. I am not defendiong TV, I rarely watch it, and   
think it generally stinks.                                   
                                                             
A person cannot absolve himself of responsibility. If you    
want a certain type representative, its up to you to be sure 
you are voting for what you want. I know I can see           
duplicity, and can only hope other can also.                 
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960217101256FCSR26ACHHL71A 
 
=======================================================================
======== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: REVOLUTION NOW            
Posted: February 16,1996  15:12:58 
To: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
From: CHRISTIAN GRAHAM (SGEV70E) 
 
The Day Of The Glove Is Coming....                           
-Chris                                                       
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960216151258SGEV70ECHHL71A 
 
=======================================================================
======== 
 
Board: NEWW BB 
Subject: REVOLUTION NOW            
Posted: February 12,1996  13:47:20 
To: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
From: M MCKINNON (QNMP10A) 
 
HOW ABOUT UNDER THE ..WHITEWATER - WW& BCCI RELATED...POST   
ON TODAYS BOARD?                                             
                                                             
    DO...DO LOOK IT UP !!!     EVERYONE WHO CARES ABOUT THIS 
COUNTRY. !!!                                                 
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960212134720QNMP10ACHHL71A 
 
=======================================================================
======== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: REVOLUTION NOW            



Posted: February 10,1996  00:48:02 
To: ROBERT MILES (FCSR26A) 
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
 
How can a vote truly count when the People now vote          
according to what is force fed them on the TV?  Mud slinging 
and Madison Avenue techniques are hardly the civil discourse 
envisioned by the Founders.  And with half the population    
too alienated to even vote we can see We the People have     
pretty much withdrawn our consent to be governed.            
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960210004802CHHL71AFCSR26A 
 
=======================================================================
======== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: REVOLUTION NOW            
Posted: February 08,1996  20:13:19 
To: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
From: ROBERT MILES (FCSR26A) 
 
Violent revolution would be justified only as a last resort. 
In a country where the vote does count, I can't see the      
necessity of a violent alternative. We Americans don't get   
much involved in the process of govt. I suggest we should    
try involvement first. I can see no reason why that would    
not work.                                                    
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960208201319FCSR26ACHHL71A 
 
=======================================================================
======== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: REVOLUTION NOW            
Posted: February 06,1996  20:16:13 
To: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
From: RICHARD RIVERA (ZPFL69A) 
 
 voting,demostrating,and public hearings will deter          
government abuse of our rights.                              
 a violent revolution will have to be rule out,we will never 
know how far the government will go in stopping a violent    
revolution.a peaceful revolution will be a greater chance to 
make by having city,local,and state council members to run   
the FEDERAL GOVERNMENT,until we have somebody else to take   
over.                                                        
 in a state of emergency like this,city,local,and state      
governments will merge with the federal government until     
everything will come back to normal.it will take some time.  
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960206201613ZPFL69ACHHL71A 
 
=======================================================================
======== 
 



Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: REVOLUTION NOW            
Posted: February 05,1996  23:40:00 
To: ALL 
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
 
The Constitution merely creates the government.              
The Declaration creates the Nation.                          
Which is the higher authority?                               
                                                             
A close paraphrase of the Declaration:  When ANY government  
becomes oppressive of the Right of the People to life,       
liberty and the pursuit of happiness, it is the Right of the 
People to alter or abolish that government and create a new  
one.                                                         
                                                             
"Alter or abolish" means Revolution, and more to the point,  
VIOLENT Revolution.  When those words were written (and      
endorsed under the threat of treason) our Revolution had     
been under way for one year, two months and fifteen days.    
The Patriots were willing to back up their principles with   
force of arms.  After the Revolution was victorious a Bill   
of Rights was adopted enshrining the MEANS for Revolution,   
the Second Amendment.                                        
                                                             
The Right to Revolution is a NATURAL RIGHT and cannot be     
legislated away.  The American People have generally been    
tolerant and open minded but today we tolerate a ruling      
class and government (the Washington/Wall Street Axis) that, 
with the aid of Madison Avenue techniques, steadily chips    
away at our rights and liberties. Why do they try so hard?   
                                                             
They are obviously hoping, Wishing, PRAYING that We the      
People will never draw a line in the sand and tell THEM:     
"Cross it, you're DEAD!"                                     
                                                             
Where should we draw such a line?                            
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960205234000CHHL71A 
 
 


